RANGE RULES

5.

All members and guests must sign in the log book before any shooting begins. Guest may
only be signed in once to use firearms. They are then expected to join the club.
No glass or like objects will be used as targets. Paper targets will be removed after use. Litter
from targets, shotgun hulls etc. will be put in trash cans provided.
If you remove steel targets, stands or other range equipment from storage it is your
responsibility to insure that after use it is returned to storage.
If you wish to borrow something from another venue you must first call a director of that
discipline and get the O.K. to use it. If during a competition there is a dire need for an item,
then borrow it and inform a director afterwards. If an item is damaged you will have it
repaired or if consumed replaced.
Absolutely no shooting of plywood backboards with shotguns.

6.

Absolutely no hunting or harassing of animals.

7.

Due to the configuration of the range complex, for safety reasons some ranges must be
closed when other ranges are closed.

1.

2.
3.
4.

SCENARIO
1

2

3

4

5

DISTANCE YOU MAY GO AHEAD

RIFLE RANGE OPEN - ALL OTHER RANGES CLOSED.
Go ahead 500 meters
on rifle range.
PISTOL RANGE OPEN - ALL OTHER RANGES CLOSED
Go ahead 200 meters
On pistol range.
RIFLE AND PISTOL OPEN - ALL OTHER RANGES CLOSED
Go ahead only 100
meters on rifle and pistol
ranges.
SHOTGUN, COWBOY AND BLACK POWDER OPEN
Rifle and pistol ranges closed.
SHOTGUN AND RIFLE OPEN
Pistol, Cowboy and
black powder closed.
Go ahead only 100
meters on rifle range.

Special Note: The Rifle Range always takes precedent over all other ranges and
will be as #3 above unless an organized event is taking place on the Range. Always
check your range Schedule and the Club Website before heading to the Range.
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